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								Tulip Projects in Gurgaon

								Luxury Projects.
Lavish Living

								Golf Course Road, Golf Course Extension 
 Road and New Gurgaon is the best place to
 buy property in Gurgaon for investment
 and Self-use.
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							Contact us to get best deal in all Tulip Projects

						

						
							Call Now : +91 9999063322

						

						
							Email : info@atulgupta.in

						

					

				

			
			
				
					
						
							Tulip Projects on Golf Course Road
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													Tulip Monsella

													
												

											

											
												 Sector 53, Gurgaon

											

											
												
													₹ 7.18 - 12.35 Cr* 
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														3BHK	2874 sqft	₹ 7.18 Cr*
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												Tulip Monsella is a premier development, it is among the top Tulip residential projects in Gurgaon. Tulip offers premium residences in 3, 4 & 5BHK luxury flats.
												

											

										

									

								

							

				
						

						
					

					
					
					
					
				
				

			
		
			
					
					
						
							Tulip Projects on Golf Course Road Extension
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													Tulip Yellow

													
												

											

											
												 Sector 69, Gurgaon

											

											
												
													₹ 1.85 Cr* 
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														3BR	1704 sqft	₹ 1.85* Cr
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												Tulip Yellow is a ready-to-move-in premise, prominently situated in Sector 69, Gurgaon. It is an iconic establishment, spanning more than 12.5 Acres of land.
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												 Sector 69

											

											
												
													₹ 2.30 Cr* 
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														3BHK 	1812 sqft	₹ 2.30 Cr*
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												Tulip Gurgaon is a quality living accommodation on Golf Course Road Extension, Gurgaon. This is a creative Leaf in Gurgaon, it is well connected with NH8, Manesar, & Central Gurgaon.
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													Tulip Violet

													
												

											

											
												 Sector 69

											

											
												
													₹ 1.85 - 2.20 Cr*
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														3BHK + 3T	1578 sqft	₹ 1.85* Cr
	4BHK + 4T	2010 sqft	₹ 2.20* Cr
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												Tulip Violet is a remarkable development, hosting 3 & 4 BHK homes at a great price. The price in Tulip Violet starts from just 1.40 Cr*.
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													Tulip Ivory

												

											

											
												 Sector 69-70, Gurgaon

											

											
												
													₹ 2.45 Cr*
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														4BHK + 4T	2400 sqft	₹ 2.45 Cr*
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												Tulip Ivory is one of the stunning living spaces for you and your family, however, if you are planning to live in a luxurious style home.
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													Tulip Purple

													
												

											

											
												 Sector 69, Gurgaon
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														4 BHK + 4T	2400 sqft	2.40 Cr*
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												Tulip Purple is a residential development in Sector 69, Gurgaon. It is an attractive, affordable, & luxurious living space for all kinds of people.
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													Tulip Orange

													
												

											

											
												 Sector 70, Gurgaon
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														3BHK + 3T	1137 sqft	1.15 Cr*
	3BHK + 3T	1437 sqft	1.35 Cr*
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												Tulip Orange, Gurgaon is a place that can provide you sought-after residential address and a premium living standard.
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													Tulip White

													
												

											

											
												 Sector 69

											

											
												
													₹ 98 Lacs* 
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														3BHK + 3T	1326 sqft	98 Lacs*
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												Tulip White is a Group Housing project located at sector-69, Gurgaon. It is adjacent to Tulip Purple. Tulip White comprises of nine towers with nomenclature from A-1 to A-9 having spacious 3 BHK flats for sale.
												

											

										

									

								

							

						

						
					

					
					
				

			
			
			
					
					
						
							Tulip Projects in Sector 89, Gurgaon
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												 Sector 89

											

											
												
													₹ Call for price 
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														3BHK + 3T 	2200 sqft	₹  Call for price
	4BHK + 4T	3030 sqft	₹ Call for price
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												Tulip Ace, the Group Housing residential project located at Pataudi Road, Sector-89 Gurgaon, is simply majestic.
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													₹ Call for price
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														3BHK + 3T	1550 sqft	₹ Call for price
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												Tulip Petals represents the wishful thinking of an individual and imbibes all those ideas and concepts that runs into the mind while he/she thinks about a perfect home.
												

											

										

									

								

							

						

						
					

					
				

			
			
				
				
					
						
							Tulip Gurgaon is a leading Real Estate Company of Delhi NCR which is known for excellence in their Projects through High-Grade Infrastructure, Projects Delivery on Time, Expertise in their FIeld and more. The focused vision, undivided dedication and constant efforts of the company help it to develop strategies for its ceaseless growth in the sphere of real estate and construction.

							
							
							
							    Maintaining the highest standards of quality, Tulip Gurgaon has several modern residential projects in Gurgaon comprises of Luxury Apartments, Flats, Exclusive Villas in various sectors like 69, 70, 71 and 89 Gurgaon. All the Tulip Group Projects are equipped with modern features and amenities like Gym, Parks, Swimming Pool, Kids Play Area, Swimming Pool, High-Grade Infrastructure and lot more. These Projects are designed with a blend of Creativity, Comforts and all the Convenience Benefits. Along with this, it is also easy to access from almost all the Locations like Near to Metro Stations, well-connected with roads, close proximity to the Popular Schools, Hospitals and Malls. So, In one line, Tulip projects provide all the Comforts and Amenities which one wants in their Dream Home. So, choose your Dream Home in the Tulip Group Exclusive Projects.
							   

							   
							   
						       
						

					

				

			
			
			
                
                    
                        
                        
                          
                          	Tulip Monsella

                            
                            If you searching for an ideal dream home in the millennium city, Gurgaon then you must buy a well-embellished home at tulip Monsella that offers you world-class amenities such as high-speed elevators, double-height tower lobby, digital door locks, high-speed wifi, daily housekeeping, tech-enabled security, tower lobbies with access control and more.
Experience luxurious lifestyle in exclusively designed homes, flats or apartments at Tulip Monsella fully equipped with golf carts, Vastu compliant, 5-tier security with gatekeepers, convenience shopping from nearby malls and supermarkets, deluxe & super deluxe residencies and zero vehicle movement on ground level. Along with luxurious comforts, the paint utilized in each of the flats is skin-accommodating, POP is done in all roofs, drawing rooms and living rooms. The space is completely ventilated and encircled with fresh air and sunlight.

                        
                            Tulip Yellow

                            
                            Tulip Yellow is a Luxury Residential Project in Sector-69 Gurgaon by Tulip Group. It is offering Lavish 3 BHK Apartments with the size of 1704 sq. ft. It is spread over the area of 8.5 Acres.

It comprises of 6 High Rise Towers with 630 Apartments. The Amenities of Tulip Yellow Gurgaon are complemented with all the Top-Notch Amenities- Swimming Pool, Grand Two Level Clubhouse, Gyms, Meditation Room, Badminton Court, Kids Play Area, Cricket Pitch and the count goes on.

                        
                            Tulip Leaf

                            Tulip Leaf is a New Luxury Residential Project in Sector-69 Gurgaon offering you the choice of 3BHK Apartments with the floor plan size of 1812 Sq. Ft. area. It comprises of 80 Luxury Apartments which are fully enclosed with the Top-Notch Amenities and Features such as High-Speed Elevators, Swimming Pool, Gyms, Exclusive Clubhouses, Spa and lot more.There is one High-Rise 20 Floor Tower which has 4 apartments on Each Floor. Tulip Leaf Gurgaon has easy to access to mostly all the Locations of Gurgaon in terms of Transport, Schools, Hospitals, Shopping, Entertainment venues and more. Along With its Amenities and Location Advantages, Tulip Leaf Project in Sector-69 Gurgaon also offers you both Down Payment Plan System and Flexible Payment Plan System.

                       
                            Tulip Violet

                            
                            Tulip Violet provides Ready to Move 3,4 BHK apartments which are designed to be self-sufficient, scenic township, & will offer amenities that exhibit a modern lifestyle as par with international standards whereas prices are from just Rs. 1.40 Cr* Onwards in sector 69 Gurgaon.

                          
                            Tulip Ivory

                            Tulip Ivory apartments are inspired from ivory tulips which are a spring beauty.Tulip ivory homes set a perfect example of efficient utilization of space, within Ready to move in 4,5 BHK Apartments & Villas situated in sector-70 Gurgaon prices staring from Rs. 2 crore onwards & all many other features that elevates not only your status but the living experience as well.


                            Tulip Purple

                            
                            Tulip Purple 3 & 4 BHK residential apartments in Sector 69 Gurgaon , at best Price in Rs. 1.90 Cr* Onwards,These are Ready to Move Apartments with curated from several reliable sources like our other projects Tulip Ace, Tulip Petals, Tulip Orange, Tulip White and Tulip Ivory .


                            

                            
                            Tulip Orange

                            
                            Tulip Orange apartments boast of having a firm foundation and strong structure just like the deeply rooted tulips in soil. Splashes of orange in tulips propagate beauty, passion, freshness, warmth and radiance available 3 BHK Ready To Move apartments located in sector-69 Gurgaon prices starting from Rs.85 Lac onwards .



                            

                            
                             Tulip White

                            
                            Tulip White is a residential Project that has been developed considering the tastes of modern day individuals who wish to have a habitat that offers them all the benefits . Tulip White is a ready to move in complex which offers 3BHK apartments price starting from Rs. 75 Lac onwards situated in sector 69, Gurgaon.

                            
                            
                             

                            
                             Tulip Ace

                            
                            Tulip Ace brings you Ready to Move 3 & 4 BHK Budget apartments in Sector 89 Gurgaon, price starting from just Rs. 1.20 Cr* onwards. These apartments have been developed to surpass even the company’s other residential projects in terms of excellence .

                            
                                

                            
                             Tulip Petals

                            
                            Tulip Petals 3,4 BHK Ready to Move Apartments located in Sector 69 Gurgaon from one of the leading real estate developers, quite accurately meet the expectations of people in Rs. 72 Lac onwards .

                            
                            
                            
                            
                          
 
                        

                    

                

            
            
                
                    
                        
                            Buy Apartment in Tulip Projects Gurgaon

                           	Made up your Mind to Buy an Apartment in Tulip Projects Gurgaon. Our Property Advisors are always available to assist you with all the details about the project (Location,Specifications, Amenities, Price, Payment Plan, Schedule, Delivery Date, Brochure, Additional Charges, Application Form, Reviews, Construction Update / Development Status etc.) and help you identify a Property of your choice. Apartment in Gurgaon are available in Fresh Bookings as well as  RESALE. Now you are just a few steps away from owning your dream property. Fill in all the relevant details in the Enquiry Form and send the same to us. Our Property Experts will get in touch with you earliest.
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                            Voice enabled Automated Homes
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                            Grand 3 level 30,000 sq. ft. clubhouse with host of amenities
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                            Sustainable & Green Living
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                            80% open & green spaces

                        

                        
                    

                

            
			
			
			
			
				
					
						Frequently Asked Questions

				    	
				        
				            
				            
				                
				                   Q- Which are the best Tulip residential projects in Gurgaon?
				                
				            

				            
				                Ans: The Best Residential project by Tulip Builder are Tulip yellow, Tulip White and Tulip Purple.
				                

				            

				            
				            
				            
				            
				                
				                  Q- Is there any 5 BHK homes by Tulip?
				                
				            

				            
				                Ans: No, Currently there are no 5 BHK Apartments available by Tulip Infratech Pvt Ltd. The Apartments offered are mostly 2, 3 and 4 BHK.
				                

				            

				            



                            
				            
				                
				                  Q- Which is the new residential Tulip project in Gurgaon?
				                
				            

				            
				                Ans: The Latest residential projects by Tulip Group in Gurgaon are Tulip Monsella and Tulip yellow. 
				                

				            

				            
				            
				           
				           
				            
				                
				                  Q- What is the average price of a 3 BHK home in Gurgaon?
				                
				            

				            
				                Ans: The average price of a 3 BHK Home by Tulip group in Gurgaon is around Rs - 72 Lacs.

				            

				            

				            
				            
				            
				            
				            
				             
				            
				            
				            
				                
				                  Q- Do we get a gym in Tulip residential projects in Gurgaon?
				                
				            

				            
				                Ans:  Yes, all residential projects by Tulip Group in Gurgaon are equipped with A-class amenities. The list of amenities includes; Gym, Recreational facilities, Spa, Sauna, Gaming Courts, a Garden, Pool, & a lot more.
				                

				            

				            
				            
				            
				            
				                
				                  Q- Which is the most luxurious Tulip residential project in Gurgaon?
				                
				            

				            
				                Ans: Tulip Monsella is among the most luxurious Tulip residential projects in Gurgaon. This project offers 3 BHK Luxurious & spacious apartments with starting price of 7.18Cr.
				                

				            

				            
				             
				            
				            
				            
				            
        					

   						 

						

				

			

			

		
			
				
					
						
							
								Yes, I Want to Buy Property in Tulip Gurgaon.

								Get the Best Residential Apartment, Commercial Property, Retail Shops etc. in Tulip Gurgaon. Contact us for more details...

								

								Call now :   +91 9999063322
								

								

								E-mail : info@atulgupta.in
							

						

						
							
								Schedule a Visit
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              Get the Best Tulip Residential, Commercial Properties and many more from Tulip Gurgaon.

              
                
                
                
                
              

            

            
              
                CONTACT US

                 7C, Level Ground,Omaxe Gurgaon Mall, Sohna Road, Gurgaon

                 +91 9999063322

                 info@atulgupta.in

                Tue - Sun, 10 AM - 07 PM

              

            

            
              
                POPULAR Location

                	Golf Course Road
	Dwarka Expressway
	Golf Course Extension Road
	Sohna Road
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